Field Notebook: [The American Woman]

Tarbell, Ida M.
She went pine

Albany see
Sensen A. E. Payea

Pent. Mr. Charles

Wadsworth

Herbert Pierce

Jalor Stevens Jr.

Atticus
Educational mode of thought is political and republican. Woman must courage.
Health Improvement
Free Inquiries 10c. 
indicate modern magazine
literature in antique
Sperren - tiptil legeny
in 1829. A. D. (graph 1352.

Annulic of preclude
drew W. Riddell allude
belong & utterer from
opportunities of any public
rule in Until -
Besalen council of July 30,
by mum 13. Edits prepare
with by stating because no
construe place
in Besalen a committee of
Medicelli & Medicelli
welled in earlier a commanded
must be select in

in

March 11, 1923

[Handwritten text not legible]
Mind our own business.

Starting a campaign of such

Duty by doing

against them. Good advice

Really a campaign

reeducation. To open

the eyes to the immorality

of

Asylums of Equal Na-

tional Education. It is

great cause also Mr. W's

important
Sinew -

Angel's Story

R. L. Prindahle

Journal-Editor

State for Donald

L. Gale Armstrong

White Star

Great intellectual effort - but

stabbed by off

peasce -

feller of play they

interdicted by

super -

feller to receive prejus

dice -
sometimes sweet Dr. Kellogg—
really he heart
soul to me not a man.

Gfully and childern
in Turkey—

sent for tangerine
— German doctor
his patient for liver—
expect a cure
a cure— go to

Jenery-wise childern—
Women -

harmful work

men & women

marked with pay

a woman -

- an exception for

like girls in Wyoming

- natural habitat

- hardening salve

gilding steel in co-ef

bottle because de

anxious in precise

soup-scarlet

See this perpetual
well fellow's
advanced of four
in Oct.

In various little one-
that in our classes
will are tried by
discussion of consti-
tutional points
and are economic
conditions a fact
agree nothing fun
fared but in-2 or

in fact

impressed by number of
Bye-and-antelope

"Can't find Mr. B.

Parliament not

devise."
Adj. - entry
splendid
quality

Simplicity -
definitive feeling
immobilize
part the way

best culture
Paid out from
Miss Green Co.
resale of
published
Talk to no one else
Wait until she in
A Part in Reform to
Ladies Greek Asil-
y New-Haven
S.S.S. 1 box 4
Mrs. Willard's ad-
dress in Female Edu-
cation in Greece
S.S.S. 1 box 4
1918
Thesis: 2 evils in
Serious: 2. Ovary and habits
2. Inability of ovaries

2a are a wrong method
of forming ova since 2

"men want more vigorous
harvest & reflection of
steadiness of mind"

She done their part here
in certain societies al-
though the culture
is heralding jettisonous
lament of public edu-
calibur. "A umbilicus" the draining corns of

the unnecessary say
And educational designed
marrying my daughter-
modern housewives learn
and guided to possess
-often of culture
charitable and delicacy of
glute
dominants of, march
matters -

Condemn too much
family errors -
not what educational
dangers which in
consecuting the many
defendants because it
unrefined female
gives me self-counsel

Now to give an
establishment of humanity.

What is man's place
in scale of being

1. Upon earth

2. As man

- Religion

- Domestic

3. Nature

4. Manufacture

5. Industry

6. Health
More learning of Cleo

Jennings

my current family

be irresponsible

feel to be myself
Cook Price

Mary R. in name
in PEABODY. 1/3 life
interest in real estate.
1/3 interest in slaves.

2 bonds.

Man interest full
estate of corve.

Levermore

Hannah Godfrey.
Wife had 1/2 interest
in life. Son in will
divided between
relatives of his in
German and the
land
men sever.
1823. Address by Joseph Emerson at dedication of a hall at Lawrence, Mass. (?

Great care to define the limits of her

women - wife mother

and teacher -

leader of her sex

of young boys.

Good wholesome "suitable to their condition"

summarize admixture of women in pursuing education. In same

quote from report of American Education Society to Cluett:

how "Female Auxiliary Society" "of true order"
Wine raising money
in various forms
This report deals well
as quoted by E.
968 auxiliaries 81
were formed of whom
14, Inaugural
needed: "1st Im-
strument" "durore
Verum" "Accomplications and"
will substantially and
will
"inauguralne design
in jeneled" "harte strahl-ujir
"unhappy midlebe"
Need to become annealed step must be weak -
delaying meant to be

2. Right of mind - are
to reason,

Domestic

Knowledge of our
language - bilingual
Natural philosophy -
Geography history

How get these
Qualifications - Spell
But that discerns our method of educating

Are a paragraph which
in useful - Perhaps

There is not now in
This county an
institutium----calcula-
ted to afford young
females the means
of such an education.

---many thousand
American mothers
impressed with the
necessity of knowledge
which they do not
possess. One willing

to rise up early to
sit up late to kill
the head of the most
rigid economy that
their daughters may
be favored with.
of improvement greatly
superior to what I
remembered. Here 2 beliefs is
the my foundation
of an impecable educa-
that women are
expenses by mother
uply their advanced
in nine hundred
had died.
Another day feeling
juris! "she'll 20
many females are
not trained to become
fellow pupils with those
who have not seen any
so many summers as
themselves."
The address delivered by John B. Loring at opening of 1909 Virginia Session.

J. D. Loring:

In my address last year...
Quite lucid, wrote

April 12, 1924.

Did anyone in

in January

in February

in March

in April

in May

in June

in July

in August

in September

in October

in November

in December
1827
J. H. Gardiner

An opening address
at Hartwell Female Seminary -
delivered to note
that the speaker is an
principal of an
educational institution
in Indiana, Indiana,
and married.

Some will call me a

hair-brained fool, but

I, with cut defect

desire most practical

perfection. Defect was

failure to learn

just in Graphic Arts

(2) pm knowledge.
...signs (3) no mental philosophy taught (4) cannot - live practically that way to learn -
...steady habitually - contrast keep accurate
in eloquence
in - having for
reading in social
minds for understanding
reliability
in - motivating in
It is quite evident that
the argument which
connected & led to
establishment of
hijra marriage failed
because she needed
a further concept in
part of both men &
formed by the impartial
of modern relations
in society & to the young
needed cl - a
lates care of herself
is a most splendid
in these early years
Difficult to calculate but certainly no inconsiderable part of the recent free aphorism which developed of late by some not inconsiderable attention of men in gaining the needs of higher education repeatedly. Preface 2 and 3 relevant by material. Allen 1911-1912 was the "weather vessel" informing intelligence constitutionally. Hard for men of any age by 1912 alone it would not admit mortals within. Equality (great elevation) ordinary.
wrote to admit the possibility of some day sliding into black.
So all their speech some a title name of some "please" in life: I to be with a
mother etc. - we are to assume you have
Druga she think you can understand.

The way the majority of women did tried -

murder in New England.

110 by 200 (by 200)
says that the picture
was usually done
of women. They sit
for centuries.

yet, many a gentleman
believes that women is
attended to by crowded
auditoriums. That they
serve as if the audience
were in mind. They were taught
by some eager from
those who understand
it.
Mary Gym—The en-
comium must come
first—without an-
swer at all—

my heart is sick
with the empty family.

In Hall Mill.

Mary Gym.

Farm—"And companie
All to farm made nine
To feast the soul man
feed the body." M. Gym

You will place me in
Auckland.
Nothing better on which to send him will be found than an account of your own.
Dear Mary Lyn,

Love thy work;

especially—

and point in

Abode of Education.

May 2 June 1895.
as a matter of fact the present higher education of woman - a mildew of man - has been derived largely to settle a controversy on the capacity of woman to delve in such education.

\[ \text{eq} \]
Endorsed from any
distinct discerning
having had distant.
many girls. "Wish
all the pills with
ladies" was the
popular complaint.
Distraction great
Crabbe 2 apr. it
was an effective
speaking as it never in
our days."
The Ryan Web

Ryan - guys egotistical 425-72 or 74 paying 86-74 in dividends
announced by philanthropist
mente.

What did Ryan say about Having

your control of leading

life in 1904

made you or did you

Jenkins in unter Reo and

in 1908. Hugh Ryan was

brother,

W. L. also involved in

Am. Potlatch. He & wife

2 Seaboard Air Lines

grandchildren.

With his 2 Brownies

chief & mine etc.
A constructive man in the strict sense — no solid construction which does not deal weekly drastically with the weak places in the electric circle will slip down and slip down and if ever a mill man to come down he will be constantly reduced.
The words are not clear enough to transcribe accurately.
Hearst -

Mr. Post Oct 27 1903,

Very awhile

At Clinic in Hearst

Rut E. P. Nov 2 1903

Do I care a bit about

Dearly to the Heart

Of Pelletier

in her Heart & melancholy circumstances -

10/23

Fug declaim the fact made

No punning in commentary

Refused to agree unfilled

In warm in conjecture

in manner & sound

Joining with Andrew
It was careful but hard
letting. No getting back
in it. Each second of the
right mean the head
of a culprit in need
and quartered till
such as success fell
on those at which we looked.

P.S.
Hayner had plenty consolidated gas published -

Rockefeller clunked -

John A. Deane lived


a Pennsylvania friend

No last 2000 larger

many essays and we -

for - Hayner. Sarnia.

Public career a trend

of un-literary and

superiorly enjoyed

sacrificing

gas - manufactures

Heat - vacation

making it clear while

if necessary - law d -

lined be concealed i
It was important.

As for my

Uncle, P.S.

But more important, for it is only through the pillars of the Hal-Sage of Compt Adolphian

Our firm stands out of the slate,

and we not only

our struggling

face up.
will go to pecan

some turn up & that
the stake is full
not a mere defect

for Hedges - well is his

Empire of Heven

pretty good

held an campaign

lack of preparation by

campaign committee

Journals (set) damaged

with a friend of R

brother in - in Campbell

truer - far out in

still - far out
if true our corporate
advice it will be my
pleasure to put out
and to return.

Picture of the company
See under 10/1 e h 3-8-19

A spool of fair y
can end about with the
pocket - the number of
the right coat - the
right pocket world -

Warning if the
right hand come up
be careful.
April will be showered first.

 yummy little people
 healthy hand
 pottery bricks

 Time has gone on when a special merit can demand more needs than the people of Mukden.

 Loved each other

 Jesus from Heaven by
 Act 19: A. F. green in
 midst of Act 20: 13
Paint must be
made from material
of the same quality.

Pastry made 22 Oct.

Saw Auden in Paris
immediately. Spent 23
Oct. at Elmhurst.

W. 1924
Dedicated

Dear Corresponding

Sharon and the lovely

I can hardly wait to

see you and get

confidential - soon.

Yours -

If self interested in our

country - work will unde

take to save money, too

as you know what they

will do in the

youthful chamber at

Albany.
The journey may be
enjoyed at least un-
familiar ways -
B. Cooke
enjoy the month
this will 10 on night
in America & England
speaking at monthly
meeting: 2 in Boston
the night of Nov 2.
the promised B. Cooke
the B. P. R. called
Annapolis -
off on July 1st, the connin
announced the ex-
Annapolis - the delay
Come from—

Whenever there is a
thing asked for at
aim at what is evil
don't pull down your
human because you want
't make a few repairs

Crush at B. Bridge is a

Shame—

Business men are trying
to realize that line. First
balance him in loyal thinking
to laws— if they do not
because that voluntary
they must be compelled

use steel—
In Hughes with air heat

His margined
28 he had proceed

Writers who do in not an
sentorial - he can
dare such a single
prove - his prudence
must find a sympatric
legislature.

His judgments must
be legislated into law
by actuality wit-

Handwritten
What are made up
of a al-veal
Kine - 2
Sheep - 2

Prater - Pendulum
Prater - Ref -

Barley Ref

Alliance - Alumini -

Barley had Alumini
in Alumini Paper

I believe...
His premises collected in United States.

A speech on P. U. Bell made at Vienna in April.

Carl

Mr. B. of Vienna,

May 9. of renewal gives Clifford Lanin Bell building now finished under the $5,000. Bingham and Bell both may 2, 1944.
Post-Fame of Burr

Day was a day

the wet and man of
his class.

Prest. Garvin says he

has heard Winfred

my Bosley will

reason behind.

"A hint of the present

confirmed."

"This the sheltered man

I was in - the fort

surprised does a sight the

were, time."
Poor message now all right and prepared the speech came.

Were one pr. refused to listen at the Ante

Committee lead and willing by the Speaker [more]

Real I'd rather really not speak.

Business apparently this on

March 1st. 1897.
Party organization a menace if carried not the will of the people not as a branch but as whole go reform

Dr. Eugene V. Debs

Breathe new system

My brother round in his study in his study

We are not the people alone - not the Party
The shame of shame

in politics was that

too - it was against

the laws of it, and

was it can seem
dissatisfying.

The brave knew the

constitute unable to build

only a distant view

would soon rise.

The armistice in their

ability to control the

world - real unity.
This funny story
of the R.F. mailbag is to see
what the Deceased
would do.

N. in Europe.